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Cross	section	of	Pc(4312)	in	EIC
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FIG. 1. Photo production of Pc on a nuclear target.

Throughout the paper, we will be using the e↵ective Lagrangian used in Ref. [1].
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One type of vector meson dominance that we will use is that while q2 can be anything, we

will assume that it is defined at the on-shell point of J/ : that is q2 = m2
J/ . We therefore
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FIG. 1. (a) The electro-production of a pentaquark on the
proton target. The e↵ective proton-�-pentaquark coupling is
described in the VMD framework. (b) the coupling between a
proton, a �, and a pentaquark is mediated by the J/ meson
in the VMD model.

mate of the Pc(4312) width (9.8 MeV) [2] is dominated
by its Pc ! p + J/ decay. This approximation pro-
vides an upper bound for g�pPc because all the measured
pentaquark states could in principle also decay into a
charmed baryon and meson such as Pc ! ⇤c + D̄.

A. Coupling between J/ , p, and Pc: gJpPc

The VMD model states that photon interacts with
hadrons through vector mesons as shown in 1(b). In the
Pc-creating channels, J/ acts as the main player be-
cause it contains a cc̄ pair [9]. Therefore, the first step is
to determine the coupling between Pc, J/ , and p, called
gJpPc . The form of interaction depends on the quantum
numbers of Pc, and we choose the following derivative
e↵ective Lagrangians depending on the spin-parity (JP )
state.
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, where  p, AJ
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Based on Eq. (1), the decay width can be calculated
as
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with M being the invariant matrix amplitude, and ~pf
being the momentum of the decayed particle in the center
of mass (CM) frame: we summarize relevant formulas
in Appendix AA-1. The masses of Pc(4312) and J/ 
are taken from the Particle Data Group [10]: mPc =
4311.9 MeV, mJ/ = 3096.9 MeV. By equating Eq. (2)
with the LHCb result, we can derive gJpPc as summarized
in Table. I.

TABLE I. The interaction strength gJpPc between a Pc, a p
and a J/ in the VMD model
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B. Coupling between J/ and �: gJ

Regarding J/ ! e� + e+, we adopt the following
interaction Lagrangians for J/ -� and �-dilepton inter-
actions, respectively,
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where gJ is the coupling constant between the J/ and
the �. Using the invariant matrix element given in Ap-
pendix AA-2, we can relate gJ to the decay width of
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, from which we obtain gJ=11.2.

C. Relationship between gJpPc , g�Pc , and gJ

Finally, we can derive g�Pc from gJpPc and gJ using
the Lagrangians given in Eq (3).
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where q is the momentum of the J/ .

• Vector meson dominance model  

• Z.Phys. A356 (1996) 193-206, Klingl et al. 

• Currents and Mesons (1969), Sakurai 
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Cross	section	of	Pc(4312)	in	EIC

Peak lumi updated to 1034 cm-2s-1 => 10 fb-1 per month is 
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FIG. 2. Di↵erential cross section of Pc production in the unpolarized e + p collision for each case of spin- 12 and spin- 32 with
positive and negative parity states. The results are calculated as a function of (a) ⌘ and (b) pT(|⌘| < 4)

TABLE II. Expected number of Pc(4312) produced at the EIC with 10 fb�1.

JP of Pc
1
2

+ 1
2

� 3
2

+ 3
2

�

Yield 5.09⇥ 106 1.01⇥ 106 4.51⇥ 108 7.46⇥ 107

A. Polarized cross section

The di↵erential cross sections for the polarized electron and proton beams are shown in Fig. 3 (spin- 12 ), and
Fig. 4 (spin- 32 ). In the case of spin- 12 , the cross sections of RR (same handedness) and RL (opposite handedness)
configuration are almost identical for the backward rapidity region (proton-going direction), and they split in the
forward region, ⌘ > 2 (electron-going direction). In the case of spin- 32 , a more dramatic behavior is observed: the
cross section curves for RR and RL begin to separate early from ⌘ ⇡ �2, making RL cross section larger than RR
one by two orders of magnitude at ⌘ = 4. For clear observation of this e↵ect in experiment, we propose to measure
the forward-to-backward ratio (RFB) and the beam spin asymmetry (BSA), which are defined as follows.

RFB (⌘) =
d�/d⌘ (+⌘)

d�/d⌘ (�⌘)
, where ⌘ > 0 (11)

BSA (⌘) =
d�/d⌘ [RL]� d�/d⌘ (RR)

d�/d⌘ [RL] + d�/d⌘ [RR]
(12)

These observables have experimental benefit because some of uncertainties, such as luminosity, tracking correction,
and geometric acceptance, are cancelled out. As shown in Fig. 5, the spin of Pc can be clearly determined by measuring
the BSA in the mid-rapidity region. Yet, we found that both BSA and RFB are not much useful to judge the parity.
In particular, if Pc was in the spin- 32 state, the BSA and RFB are completely insensitive to the parity.

B. Determination of Pc’s parity using J/ polarization

As shown above, it is hard to identify the parity of Pc with only the cross section result. To cope with this problem,
we further investigate the polarization of J/ . J/ is a spin-1 massive vector boson with two transverse and one
longitudinal polarization, thus having an anisotropic angular distribution for J/ ! e+ + e�. The decay angle (✓) is
defined, in the rest frame of J/ , as the angle between the electron momentum and boost direction of the J/ in the
lab frame. By measuring ✓, one can experimentally tune the transverse-to-longitudinal ratio as shown in Fig. 6 (a).
After tagging the polarity of J/ , we study the dependence of matrix amplitude on � which is defined as the decay
angle of J/ from Pc in the rest frame of Pc.

As shown in Fig. 6, the � distribution is significantly sensitive to the polarity of J/ for both spin- 12 and spin- 32
states. In either cases, the di↵erence between the transverse J/ events (T) and the longitudinal ones (L) is more
dramatic in the positive parity state than in the negative parity state.
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FIG. 6. (a) J/ ! e�e+ amplitude as a function of ✓ for a transverse [T] J/ and a longitudinal J/ [L].
(b) (JPc = 1

2 ) ! p+ J/ amplitude dependence on the decayed J/ polarization (T or L).
(c) (JPc = 3

2 ) ! p+ J/ amplitude dependence on the decayed J/ polarization (T or L).

V. SUMMARY

The cross section for the Pc(4312) production in e +
p collision is studied under various assumptions for its
potential quantum states; JP = 1

2

±
and JP = 3

2

±
.

The interaction strength of the electro-production of
Pc(4312), created by scattering � onto a proton, is cal-
culated using the vector meson dominance hypothesis to
the leading order. We also assume that the Pc(4312)
! J/ + p channel is dominant in the decay width of
Pc(4312) that was measured by the LHCb collaboration.
The cross section is larger for the spin- 32 state than for
the spin-12 state, and larger for the positive parity case
than for the negative parity. With one month of oper-
ation at the EIC in its nominal condition, millions of
Pc(4312)’s are expected to be measured via p+ e+ + e�

channel. This calculation can be generalized for other
heavy pentaquarks as far as it can be electro-produced
onto a proton. Furthermore, more kinds of pentaquarks
can be produced by electro-production onto a neutron
using e + d collision at the EIC. Hence, the EIC can
be considered as a factory of heavy pentaquarks and will
provide an excellent opportunity for a comprehensive un-
derstanding of exotic particles.

Given the availability of polarized beams at the EIC,
we suggest that the analysis of pseudorapidity distribu-
tion of Pc can confirm its spin number. The forward-to-
backward ratio and the beam-spin asymmetry results are
unambiguously distinct for the spin- 12 and spin- 32 states.
These observables are also useful to reduce the experi-
mental uncertainties as well.

In addition, we prove that the decay kinematics of
Pc! p+J/ is sensitive to the parity of Pc. The dis-
tribution of the decay angle of Pc depends on the polar-
ization of the J/ , which can be statistically determined
by measuring its decay angle of e� + e+. Therefore, the
parity of Pc can be determined by the analysis of an-
gular distribution. For this purpose, a hermetic detector
with e�cient calorimeters and tracking systems, such as
ATHENA and ECCE, is necessary.
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Throughout the paper, we will be using the e↵ective Lagrangian used in Ref. [1].
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Equivalent	Photon	Approximation

• Trajectory of fast moving charged particle is equivalent to a flux of photons (Fermi, 1924) 
• Later, this method was extended to relativistic regime by Weizsacker[1] and Williams[2] 
• At LHC photon energy can reach to 80 GeV, and at RHIC 3 GeV 

• We can practice high energy  + (p or A) and  +  collisions by triggering non-hadronic collisionsγ γ γ

Nuovo Cim.,2:143-158,1925  (arXiv:hep-th/0205086 in English)

[1] Z. Phys. 88, 612 (1934) 
[2] Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab Mat.-Fys. Medd. 13, 4 (1935) 

Equivalent Photon Approximation

Photon and Gluon Induced Processes 507 

Chapter 2 

Equivalent Photon Approximation 

A nucleus moving at nearly the speed of light has almost transverse electromagnetic fields; the electric 
and magnetic fields have the same absolute value and are perpendicular to each other. Therefore an 
observer can not distinguish between these transverse electromagnetic fields and an equivalent swarm 
of photons, see Fig-S.1 Equating the energy flux of the electromagnetic fields through a transverse plane 
with the energy content of the equivalent photon swarm yields the equivalent photon distribution n(w), 
which tells how many photons with frequency w do occur. This derivation is presented in the first 
Subsection. 

v=o 

Figure 2.1: Fermis idea leading to the Equivalent Photon Approximation: As the velocity of the charge ap 
proaches the speed of light, its electromagnetic field becomes Lore&-contracted (b) and similar 
to a parallel-moving photon-cloud (c). 

This is already the idea of the Equivalent Photon Approximation. It has been first developed by 
E. Fermi [57]. Often this method is also called Weizsiicker-Williams-Method as E. J. Williams [I351 
and C. F. v. Weizsicker [134] independently extended Fermis idea. A good review of results and various 

0 2 4 6 8 10
x

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

(x
)

1
 K2 x

n(k, b) =
d3Nγ

d2bdk
∝ αZ2

kb2 f(kb/γ)

For a point charge:
x = kb/γ

3

maximum energy  
Eγ,max~γ(ℏc/R) 

80 GeV in Pb+Pb@LHC 
3 GeV in Au+Au@RHIC

typical pT (& virtuality) 
pTmax ~ ℏc/R O(30) MeV @ RHIC & LHC

Coherent strengths (rates) 

scale as Z2: nuclei >> protons

Flux of photons on other nucleus ~ Z2, 
flux of photons on photons ~ Z4 (45M!)

Fermi, Landau, von Weiszacker, Williams
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Vector	meson	production	in	UPC

Ultra Peripheral Collision (UPC) 
• quasi-elastic and diffractive collision 

• No energy deposit in forward calorimeters 
• Occasionally neutrons are emitted from excited ions

b > 2R 
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Ultra	peripheral	collision	

ALICE e-e+

CMS - +μ μ
ALICE - +μ μ
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Ultra	peripheral	collision	

ALICE e-e+

CMS - +μ μ
ALICE - +μ μ
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Ultra	peripheral	collision	

3.1/2760 *e-0 = 0.001

3.1/2760 *e+3 = 0.023

3.1/2760 *e+2 = 0.0083
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Ultra	peripheral	collision	

x =
m
sNN

e+y

x =
m
sNN

e−y

• Low photon energy 

• High x in target

• Low photon energy 

• High x in target

From SINam’s note

w =
m
2

e−y

w =
m
2

e+y
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Ultra	peripheral	collision	

x =
m
sNN

e+y

x =
m
sNN

e−y

• Low photon energy 

• High x in target

• Low photon energy 

• High x in target

From SINam’s note

w =
m
2

e−y

w =
m
2

e+y

7.7 GeV

0.3 GeV
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Clever	idea	by	Rice	group
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Impact	parameters	of	photo-interaction

• Giant dipole resonance knocks out neutrons  
• Measured by Zero Degree Calorimeters 

6/2/20 16

Determine neutron multiplicity

ØStraight cut to disentangle neutrons
• 0n0n, 0n1n, 0nXn, 1n1n, 1nXn, XnXn (X≥2)

ØFit to estimate purity
• 0n and Xn: ~100%
• 1n: ~93-95%

Shuai Yang, Hard Probes 2020

Just how exclusive?

5

562 A. VEY,~IERE e t  al. 

For the detection o f  structure in the low-energy part of  the giant resonance o f  
2°sPb, the F W H M  of  the incident "quasi-monochromatic photon beam" was de- 
termined to be AE = 140 keV around E = l0 MeV; in this particular case, covering 
the energy region 7 MeV < E < 11 MeV, energy intervals of  135 keV were used. 
For E > 11 MeV the experimental photon resolution decreased regularly as E 
increased and attained approximately AE = 400 keV for E = 25 MeV. 

o" b P a r  i" ia I cross-s lct ions 
0.6 

2o8pb ...... r .z .  
- - o - -  ~.Sn 

82. ~ ~'.4n 
0.5 

0.5 

\ 0/, illll -, 

pe 
I I i, t /~  

7 8 9 10 71 llZ "13"~z, 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 "Z7~4 7~" 26 27 28 ?9 50 PII~] 
Fig. 1. Partial photoneutron cross sections ~7, "' cry, =o, ey, a., and (~y. 4° o f  = °Spb. We also show the 
descending part o f  the unique Lorentz l ine giving the best fit to the experimental (~y.T(E) curve. 

o, b ,,:Ao 
O.~ 

/ k  ParHal cro s s_ secHons 

/ "k, ~ 1Loreniz line 

8 10 1Z 14 16 18 Z0 ZZ 24 Z6 PleV 
Fig. 2. Partial  photoneut ron  cross sections (~:,,., cry, =. and ~7, 3° o f  19~Au. We also show the descend- 

ing part o f  the unique Lorentz line corresponding to  parameters tpven in table 3. 

!

“Giant dipole resonance”:  
all protons vibrating  
against all neutrons

→ knocks out 1-4n

which we can “count” in 
our zero degree calorimeters!

1 10
 [n]C

ZDCE

0

10000

20000

30000

C
ou

nt
s

 PreliminaryATLAS
-1bµPb+Pb 2018, 0.8 

UPC selection
MB selection

Exclusive processes can still  
excite the nuclei, through  
secondary photon exchange, 
if they are close enough

Ref needed
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UPC	depending	on	Impact	parameter	

intact		
after	collision

intact		
after	collision

6/2/20 12

Control “centrality” in UPC
Klein and Steinberg, arXiv: 2005.01872

Shuai Yang, Hard Probes 2020

ØBearing analogy to centrality
• bXnXn < b0nXn < b0n0n

,	where

UPC

	Some	UPC												
	process

Far		
bypass

Close	
bypass
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UPC	depending	on	Impact	parameter	

brea
kup

intact		
after	collision

6/2/20 12

Control “centrality” in UPC
Klein and Steinberg, arXiv: 2005.01872

Shuai Yang, Hard Probes 2020

ØBearing analogy to centrality
• bXnXn < b0nXn < b0n0n

,	where

UPC

	Some	UPC												
	process
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UPC	depending	on	Impact	parameter	

	Some	UPC												
	process

brea
kup

brea
kup

6/2/20 12

Control “centrality” in UPC
Klein and Steinberg, arXiv: 2005.01872

Shuai Yang, Hard Probes 2020

ØBearing analogy to centrality
• bXnXn < b0nXn < b0n0n

,	where

UPC

Neutron	emission	can	be	a	proxy	for	the	centrality	among	UPC
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Dimuon	acoplanarity	in	UPC	by	Rice	group

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6
3−10×

〉
co

re
α〈

)-1PbPb 5.02 TeV (1.5 nb

CMS

STARlight
T

 pγb-dep. 

0n0n 0n1n 0nXn 1n1n 1nXn XnXn
12

13

14

 (G
eV

)
〉
µ
µ

m〈 | < 2.4
µµ

|y
| < 2.4µη > 3.5 GeV, |µ

T
p

 < 60 GeVµµ8 < m

•Photo-produced dimuon pairs had acoplanarity depending on the impact parameter 
•Theory compatible with data when the b-dependnt photon pT is considered [arXiv.2006.07365]

	PRL	127	(2021)	122001,	CMS	

α ↑
μ+ μ−

G. AAD et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 104, 024906 (2021)

FIG. 12. (a) Fully corrected differential cross sections dσ/dα for
0n0n-selected data. Data are compared with absolute cross sections
from STARlight with, and without, PYTHIA8 QED showering. Statis-
tical uncertainties are shown as error bars. (b) Ratios of STARlight
+PYTHIA8 cross sections (black circles) and STARlight cross sec-
tions (magenta circles) to the data. The STARlight ratios do not
extend beyond α = 0.01 due to the absence of higher-order QED
effects. The blue band around unity indicates the overall systematic
uncertainty, while the gray bands around the data points reflect the
uncertainties associated with the bin-by-bin unfolding.

GeV, |ηµ| < 2.4, mµµ > 10 GeV, pT,µµ < 2 GeV) are pre-
sented as a function of mµµ, |yµµ|, | cos ϑ%

µµ| , kmax, and kmin,
and compared with STARlight 2.0 calculations. Generally,
good agreement is found but some systematic differences
are seen, which may be explained by deficiencies in the
modeling of the incoming photon flux. In particular, allow-
ing dilepton pairs to be produced deeper within the nuclear
skin may be sufficient to explain the observed differences,
something which could be addressed systematically within the
currently available models. Progress in modeling this process,
using the data presented here, will be important in reducing

uncertainties in the photon fluxes. These reduced uncertainties
will be needed for precision studies of QED and QCD in
nuclear collisions, as well as to probe physics beyond the
standard model, both at the LHC, especially with the increased
luminosity expected, and at future machines.
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Clever	idea	by	Rice	group
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Preliminary	result
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Preliminary	result
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Take	home	message

•Let’s keep finding new observables! 

•Surprise might be right under our nose. 



• backup
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Validation of Photon flux

6/2/20 3

ØDistinctive features:
• Concentrated at low pT (back to back)
• Smooth mass spectrum

Photon-photon interaction

Shuai Yang, Hard Probes 2020

Pb

Pb

Pb

Pb

Pb∗

Pb∗

#"

##
γ∗

γ

γ

Both nuclei intact

• Is our understanding of QED in UPC perfect? 
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Vector meson in  + p(Pb)γ

data on charged leptons DIS with nuclear targets and Drell-Yan in proton-nucleus collisions.

Checks of the compatibility with other hard processes are also available: the inclusive particle

production at high transverse momentum from d+Au collisions at RHIC has been included in

the analysis of [25] without signs of tension among the different data sets; the compatibility with

neutrino DIS data with nuclear targets has also been checked in Ref. [29]2. Moreover, the most

recent data from Z-production at the LHC [30] also show good agreement with the factoriza-
tion assumption although errors are still moderately large. In spite of these successes, the gluon

distribution remains poorly constrained for the nucleus, as can be seen in Fig. 1 where different

sets of nPDFs are shown, together with the corresponding uncertainty bands. DGLAP evolution

is, however, very efficient in removing the nuclear effects for gluons at small-x, which quickly
disappear for increasing Q2. In this way, these uncertainties become smaller for the hardest

available probes — see Fig. 1 — except for the large-x region where substantial effects could
survive for large virtualities. This region is, however, dominated by valence quarks which in

turn are rather well constrained by DIS data with nuclei.

An alternative approach [31] computing the small-x shadowing by its connection to the
hard diffraction in electron-nucleon scattering has been used to obtain the nuclear PDF at an

initial scale Q0 which are then evolved by NLO DGLAP equations. The inputs in this calcula-

tion are the diffractive PDFs measured in DIS with protons at HERA. These distributions are

dominated by gluons, resulting in a stronger shadowing for gluons than the corresponding one

for quarks. In Fig. 1 the results from this approach for the gluon case are also plotted. The

differences at small-x become even larger at smaller virtualities (not shown) [31].
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Fig. 1: Current knowledge of nuclear PDFs, shown as the ratio of bound over free proton gluon distributions,

RPb
g (x,Q2), obtained by the NLO global fits EPS09 [25], HKN07 [26] and nDS [27] at two different virtualities,

Q2 = 1.69 GeV2 and Q2=100 GeV2. Also shown for Q2 = 100 GeV2 are the results from Ref. [31] (FGS10) in

which gluon shadowing is computed from the DIS diffraction cross section measured at HERA.

It is worth noticing that in contrast to RHIC, where there are constraints at mid-rapidity

(x >∼ 10−2) for nuclear distributions from DIS and DY data, the LHC will probe completely

unexplored regions of phase space. This complicates the interpretation of the A+Adata before

a p+Abenchmarking programme removes these uncertainties, e.g. for the suppression of high

transverse momentum particles observed in [3]. The experimental data from d+Au collisions at

RHIC have already proven to be an appropriate testing ground for nPDFs studies: as mentioned

before, data on inclusive production at high-pT has been included in global fits, providing con-
straints for gluons; nPDFs are also extensively used in phenomenological studies of hard probes

2See, however, Ref. [28] for contradicting results.
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radiation recombination

Saturation: Dynamical description via gluon 
self-interactions that tame the growth of gluon 
densities towards small-x

Saturation vs shadowing

• Nuclear shadowing: Empiric parametrization 
fitted to data. Q2-depencende assumed to be  
described by DGLAP evolution.

• Also models ʻa laʼ Gribov-Glauber

Both relate to the same concept: # of gluons in the wave function of a nucleus at small-x is 
reduced wrt the simple addition of the gluon field of constituent nucleons
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“BK-JIMWLK”:
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UPC@LHC coverage• (770), J/ , , (nS),  

• Test for pQCD and nuclear structure 
ρ ψ ψ(2S) Υ ϕ
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Cross	section	of	 	in	PbPb	UPCγγ → μμ(ee)

•Cross section is proportional to the 
incoming photon flux 

•Thus useful for calibration of photon flux 

•SuperChic and STARLIGHT calculate 
inclusive cross section within 
uncertainties  

	ATLAS-CONF-2022-025	


